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NUCLEAR AND ATOMIC STATES OF � HYPERONSAND THE �N INTERACTIONJanusz D¡browski, Jaek Ro»ynekTheoretial Division, Soªtan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Polandand Gerassimos S. AnagnostatosInstitute of Nulear Physis, National Center for Sienti� Researh �Demoritos�GR-153-10 Aghia Paraskevi, Attiki, Greee(Reeived June 20, 2001)It is shown that among four models of the Nijmegen baryon�baryoninteration, only model F is onsistent both with the analysis of �� atomsand (K�; �) reations. Simple estimates of the strong-interation shifts andwidths of the lowest observed levels of �� atoms are applied for model Fwith satisfying results. It is onluded that model F is favored as a realistirepresentation of the �N interation.PACS numbers: 13.75.Ev, 36.10.Gv1. IntrodutionObserved properties of �� atoms, i.e., strong-interation shifts " andwidths � of the lowest observed levels, provide us with valuable informationon the strong interation between �� and the nuleons, as well as on thenuleon density distribution in the nuleus of the �� atom. In a reentomprehensive phenomenologial analysis of the existing �� data Batty,Friedman, and Gal [1℄ found the following striking property of the singlepartile (s.p.) strong-interation potential of ��: it is repulsive inside thenuleus and attrative outside. The need for the repulsion arose when newdata were inluded into the analysis, namely the results of Powers at al. [2℄,espeially their preise data on the ��Pb atom.
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2180 J. D¡browski, J. Ro»ynek, G.S. AnagnostatosThis behavior of �� s.p. potential found in the analysis of �� atomsis onsistent with the analysis of the pion spetra1 measured in (K�; �)reations, whih suggests a � s.p. potential repulsive inside nulei [3, 4℄(with a substantial positive Lane potential V� [5℄).In the present paper we onsider the Nijmegen models of the baryon-baryon interation: models D [6℄, F [7℄, Soft-Core (SC) model [8℄, and theNew Soft-Core (NSC) model [9℄, and want to �nd out whether any of themleads to the observed properties of �� atoms. In our analysis, we applythe e�etive ��N interation in nulear matter, K, obtained within theLow Order Bruekner (LOB) theory with the above interation models byYamamoto, Motoba, Himeno, Ikeda, and Nagata [10℄, and by Rijken, Stoks,and Yamamoto [9℄ (the so alled YNG interations).The single-partile (s.p.) potential V of the �� moving with momen-tum ~k� in nulear matter with nuleon density � and neutron exess� = (N � Z)=A has the form [5℄:V (k� ; �; �) = V0(k� ; �) + 12�V� (k� ; �) : (1)Here, we ignore terms onneted with spin exess, onsidered in [11℄, whihare usually negligibly small.Expressions for the isosalar potential V0 and for the Lane potentialV� in terms of the e�etive �N interation K are given in [5℄. When weapply the expression for V0 to the YNG e�etive �N interations, we getthe results shown in Fig. 1. (Beause of the relatively small magnitude of �momenta in �� atoms, the value k� = 0 is used in Fig. 1.) We see that onlymodel F of the Nijmegen baryon�baryon interation leads to repulsive V0 atnuleon densities � >� 0:05 fm�3 enountered inside nulei, and to attrativeV0 at lower densities enountered in the nulear surfae. All the remainingmodels lead to attrative V0 at all densities. This means that only modelF leads to the � s.p. potential whih is in qualitative agreement with thephenomenologial analysis [1℄ of �� atoms2 and also with the pion spetrameasured in the (K�; �) reations.The important question is whether model F an explain quantitativelythe measured properties of �� atoms. It is the purpose of the present paperto show that this is indeed the ase. We start with model F of the hyperon�nuleon interation, estimate the energy shifts " and widths � of the ��atomi levels, and show that they are reasonably lose to experimental data.1 The shift of the pion spetrum toward higher � energies, ompared with the quasi-freemodel, obviously suggests repulsion.2 The behavior of V� is irrelevant here, beause the analysis in [1℄ was applied also tothe �� atoms with N = Z in whih V� plays a negligible role.
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Fig. 1. The isosalar � potential in nulear matter V0 as funtion of nuleon density� for k� = 0.The paper is organized as follows. Our omputational proedure is pre-sented in Se. 2. In Se. 2.1 the expression for � is derived. In Se. 2.2our approximate expression for " is presented. Our hoie of the proton andthe neutron densities is disussed in Se. 2.3. Our results are presented,ompared with experimental data, and disussed in Se. 3.2. The omputational proedureIn our alulations, we apply the loal density approximation: the ��atom is treated at eah point as �� moving in nulear matter with the loalnulear density of the �� atom. Sine the strong interation of �� oursin the tail of the nulear density distribution (where the derivative of thedensity tends to zero), gradient orretions should not be important.2.1. Expression for �Here we follow the proedure applied in [12℄ in explaining the early dataon � atomi widths. Our expression (2) for � in terms of the �� onversionross setion was used before in [13℄. In the ontext of � nulear interationit was �rst disussed by Gal and Dover [14℄.We onsider a �� hyperon moving with momentum ~k� in nulear mat-ter with proton density �p. The probability in unit time, w, that the hyperonollides with a proton and undergoes the onversion ��p! �n is w = �pv�,where � is the total ross setion for the onversion proess and v is the ��prelative veloity. The �� life time � = 1=w is onneted with � through



2182 J. D¡browski, J. Ro»ynek, G.S. Anagnostatosthe relation �� = ~. Thus we get:� = � (�p; k� ) = �p~hv�i = �p ~2��p hk�p�i ; (2)where h i denotes averaging over proton momenta, ~k�p is the ��p relativemomentum, and ��p is the ��p redued mass.A justi�ation of semi-lassial expression (2) may be found in [12℄ and[13℄, where a more preise expression for � was obtained by applying theoptial theorem to the Bruekner reation matrix K. This more preiseexpression di�ers from expression (2) by ontaining orretions aused bythe exlusion priniple and dispersive e�ets. The ruial point is that at thevery small nuleon densities relevant in �� atoms, both these orretionsare negligibly small.When applying expression (2) to �� atoms, we insert for �p the averageproton density ��p in �� atom:��p = Z dr�p(r)j	� (r)j2 ; (3)where 	� (r) is the wave funtion of �� and �p(r) is the proton densitydistribution in the �� atom.Similarly, we insert for k� in (2) the average � momentum of �� inthe rest frame of nulear medium, �k� , onneted with the average rela-tive ��-nuleus momentum k�A by: �k� = M� �k�A=��A, where ��A =M�MA=(M� + MA) is the ��-nuleus (of mass MA) redued mass. Wedetermine �k�A from: ~2�k2�A2��A = h	� jT j	� i ; (4)where T is the operator of the kineti energy of the relative ��-nuleusmotion.In the observed states of �� atoms the �� hyperon moves on a irularorbit. We desribe the irular orbit (l = n�1, where l and n are the orbitaland prinipal quantum numbers) around a nuleus (A nuleons, Z protons)by the hydrogen wave funtion:	� (r) = R(r)r Ylm(r̂) ;R(r) = �2nran �n exp(�nr=an)[(2n� 1)!an℄1=2 ; (5)where an = (n2=Ze2)~2=��A is the radius of the orbit.



Nulear and Atomi States of � Hyperons : : : 2183With form (5) of 	� the integration in expression (3) for ��p for a generalform of �p(r) has to be performed numerially. On the other hand, expression(4) does not require any omputation, sine the virial theorem leads to theknown result: h	� jT j	� i = Ze2=2an.For the total �� onversion ross setion � we shall use two parametriza-tions. The �rst one, adjusted by Gal, Toker, and Alexander [15℄ to the ��low energy regime up to 300 MeV/ in the laboratory frame, has the formv � = �1 + 13v��1 5:1 fm2 : (6)Expression (6) gives for (v=)� results very lose to the results obtainedwith model F (see [7℄). Consequently, using expression (2) with v� givenby expression (6) is equivalent to (and muh simpler than) alulating �starting with model F of the hyperon�nuleon interation3.The seond one, suggested by Oset et al. [16℄ and adjusted to the ��low energy regime up to 160 MeV/, has the form:v � ' 1:7 fm2 : (7)This form follows from the assumption that the transition matrix for the��p ! �n proess is onstant, and only the phase spae fator introduesthe energy dependene of �. The e�et of this fator on (v=)� is negligiblein the low energy range relevant in �� atoms and is not indiated in Eq. (7).The two parametrizations di�er. This is possible beause the experimen-tal points to whih both of them are adjusted have big error bars. Further-more, we need in expression (2) for � the ross setion � at the average ��momentum �p� = ~�k� whih varies from 13 MeV/ for the upper level in 12Cto 80 MeV/ for the lower level in 208Pb. Now, the experimental points startat 110 MeV/, and thus we use the two parametrizations to extrapolate thevalues of � to �� momenta smaller than 110 MeV/. This leads to a bigunertainty in � and onsequently in our alulated values of � .Whereas the extrapolation of � to small � momenta with parametriza-tion (6) is onsistent with model F, this is not the ase with parametrization(7). Thus the results for � obtained with parametrization (7) go beyondthe disussion of model F. Nevertheless we inlude this parametrization inour estimate of � to indiate that a more preise measurement of the ��onversion ross setion is essential for disussing widths of �� atoms and�N interation.3 Notie that at very small nuleon densities the K matrix is idential with the freesattering matrix whose imaginary part � via the optial theorem � is proportionalto v�.



2184 J. D¡browski, J. Ro»ynek, G.S. Anagnostatos2.2. Estimate of "Let us onsider a �� atom with proton and neutron density distributions�p(r) and �n(r) respetively. At any distane r, we treat the system asnulear matter with total nuleon density �(r) = �p(r) + �n(r) and withneutron exess �(r) = [�n(r) � �p(r)℄=�(r), and with a �� hyperon withmomentum k� � 0. [The last approximation is justi�ed by the very weakdependene of the � s.p. potential in nulear matter on k� found in [5℄, andby the relatively small magnitude of � momenta in �� atoms (see valuesof �k� presented in Se. 3).℄ To get the value of the �� s.p. potential in ��atom at a distane r, we alulate V0;� (k� ; �(r)) at k� = 0 by applying theexpressions given in [5℄ with the YNG e�etive interations of [10℄ (and [9℄).In this way we obtain the isosalar and the Lane potentials in �� atom ata distane r,V0(r) = V0(k� = 0; �(r)); V� (r) = V� (k� = 0; �(r)); (8)and the total nulear s.p. �� potential,V (r) = V0(r) + 12�(r)V� (r) : (9)With this V (r), we estimate " in the �rst order perturbation approxima-tion: " = �h	� jV j	� i = � 1Z0 drV (r)R(r)2 : (10)Notie the negative sign whih makes " positive for downward shift of thelevel. The measured energy of  transition to the level is then inreasedby ". Thus " de�ned in (10) is equal to this inrease in  energy.2.3. Proton and neutron density distributionsThe proton and neutron density distributions, �p(r) and �n(r) used inour alulation have been obtained from the Isomorphi Shell Model (ISM).The ISM model di�ers from the onventional shell model by the statedependene of the s.p. Hamiltonian: the s.p. potential is di�erent in eahshell � in eah of them it is assumed to have the shape of a harmoniosillator [17℄. The way of determining the parameters of these harmoniosillator potentials is explained in [18℄ (see also [19℄ and referenes therein).The important point is that the ISM model reprodues reasonably well thetotal nulear binding, and � what is partiularly important in our alula-tions � the proton and neutron separation energies and the empirial hargedistributions.



Nulear and Atomi States of � Hyperons : : : 2185The �nal version of the ISM neutron densities in the ase of 184W and208Pb are not available, and in these two ases we assumed that the neutrondensity has the same shape as the proton density, i.e., we put �n(r) =(N=Z)�p(r). We heked that this proedure when applied in ases of allother nulei onsidered here would have only a very small e�et on thealulated values of ". 3. Results and disussionOur results are presented in Table I together with the existing experi-mental data. The two alulated values of � were obtained by applying thetwo parametrizations of the �� onversion ross setion �: the greater valuewas obtained with parametrization (6) of Gal et al. [15℄, and the lower valuewith parametrization (7) of Oset et al. [16℄. TABLE IEnergy shifts " of the lower level alulated with model F of the �N interation,and widths � and �u alulated respetively for the lower and upper level of theindiated �� atoms together with the orresponding experimental results. Allenergies are in eV.Nul. n+1!n " "exp � �exp �u �uexp12C 4!3 8.65 � 17�43 � 0.007�0.019 0:031 � 0:012a16O 4!3 52.0 320� 230b 178�425 � 0.14�0.36 1:0� 0:7b24Mg 5!4 32.1 25 � 40b 28�65 < 70b 0.05�0.13 0:11 � 0:09b27Al 5!4 66.7 68 � 28b 65�149 43 � 75b 0.15�0.36 0:24 � 0:06b28Si 5!4 138.6 159 � 36b 136�306 220� 110b 0.37�0.88 0:41 � 0:10b32S 5!4 440.6 360� 220b 501�1086 870� 700b 1.87�4.30 1:5� 0:8b40Ca 6!5 26.6 � 24�52 � 0.08�0.18 0:41 � 0:22a48Ti 6!5 47.2 � 74�155 � 0.31�0.68 0:65 � 0:42a138Ba 9!8 33.3 � 55�99 � 0.88�1.65 2:9 � 3:5a184W 10!9 126.2 214 � 60 121�203 18 � 149 2.66�4.67 2� 2208Pb 10!9 457.0 422 � 56 539�903 430� 160 15.9�26.7 17� 3a Data taken from Ref. [20℄.b Data taken from Ref. [21℄. Data taken from Ref. [2℄.Now let us disuss the auray of our results.Our estimate of � is based on the assumption that � is equal to thewidth of � moving with an average momentum in nulear matter of anaverage density. This proedure was applied suessfully in nulear physis



2186 J. D¡browski, J. Ro»ynek, G.S. Anagnostatos(in estimating the width of nuleon hole states) a long time ago by Köhler[22℄. We introdue an additional approximation by alulating the averagemomentum and density with the help of the hydrogenlike funtion. In mostof the atoms, the alulated widths � and �u onsistent with model F,i.e., the greater values listed in Table I, are in reasonable agreement withexperimental data. However in some ases, inluding the ase of Pb, theagreement is better for our results obtained with parametrization (7) of theonversion ross setion �. A de�nite onlusion is di�ult beause of theinsu�ient knowledge of the ross setion � and the poor auray of themeasured widths, �exp and �uexp.In our estimate of ", we apply the �rst order perturbation approximationin the nulear s.p. �� potential V , and the problem arises whether pertur-bative treatment of the nulear interation in �� atoms is justi�ed. Thisproblem in other hadroni atoms has been investigated in a number of pub-liations (see, e.g., [1, 23�25℄). It appears that the Zel'dovih e�et [26, 27℄plays a ruial role here. When V alone is su�iently attrative to providebinding, then just at the onset of suh binding (when the nulear bindingenergy is omparable to to the atomi binding energy), a drasti hange ofthe atomi spetrum ours, and perturbation theory no longer holds. Now,our V derived from model F of the �N interation is repulsive inside of thenuleus and has only a relatively shallow attrative poket in the nulearperiphery (see Fig. 2). This interation is too weak to provide binding,and the argument against the appliability of perturbation theory does notapply.
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Fig. 2. Potential V�� in 208Pb.To get an idea about the auray of the �rst order perturbation approx-imation in our estimate of ", we have applied our approximation in the aseof the ��Pb atom, and the best �t �� nulear potential obtained in [1℄



Nulear and Atomi States of � Hyperons : : : 2187with the marosopi (MAC) parametrization of nulear densities. In thisase our result for " is smaller4 than the exat result obtained in [1℄ (bysolving the wave equation with the �� nulear potential) and the error isequal to 22% of the exat result. This error inludes also the e�et of the�nite size of the nulear harge distribution, negleted in our estimate.Even if we take into aount the possibility of an error in " of an orderof 20%, our results olleted in Table I appear reasonably lose to the ex-perimental results. Thus our simple estimate of " and � demonstrates theonsisteny of model F with �� atomi data.The potential V��(r) in the Pb atom with and without the Lane term isshown in Fig. 2. If we alulated " with V0 only, we would get for " the valueof 689 eV, muh bigger than the experimental result. This demonstrates thata substantial Lane potential is essential in the desription of �� atoms.The YNG �N interation was applied before in the theory of �� atomsby Yamada and Yamamoto [28℄ in an attempt to explain the early �� atomidata. These authors alulated the energy shift " and the width � of thelowest state in 16O, 24Mg, 28Si and 32S �� atoms. They went beyond ourloal density approximation and solved the Shrödinger equation for ��with a omplex s.p. potential obtained with the YNG interation with thehelp of the Hartree�Fok nulear wave funtions alulated with the Skyrmeinteration. Their F model results for both " and � are muh bigger thanour results, and learly disagree with the experimental data. The reasonmight be the nulear wave funtions used in [28℄ whih do not reprodue theempirial harge distribution.We onlude that among the Nijmegen baryon�baryon interations,model F is best suited to represent the �N interation both in � hypernu-lear states and in �� atoms.Part of this work was aomplished during the visit of one of the authors(JD) at the National Centre for Sienti� Researh �Demoritos�, and he ex-presses his gratitude to G.S. Anagnostatos for his invitation and hospitality.He also is indebted to S. Wyeh for several illuminating disussions, andto A. Gal and E. Friedman for sending him their Pb results. This researhwas partly supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh(KBN) under Grant No. PB 2-0956-91-01 and by NATO Fellowship Pro-gramme.
4 In the ase of point Coulomb potential and pure real strong interation, our expression(10), would give a lower bound for ".
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